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“Whiskey is for drinking; water is worth fighting over.”
- Mark Twain

INTRODUCTION

In coming decades, population increases coupled with anticipated climate change will create a massive water shortage. Twenty years ago, United Nations Secretary General Boutros Boutros-Ghali boldly predicted that the next great war would be fought over securing resources, noting that “water will be more important than oil this century.” The United Nations (UN) estimates that by 2025, as many as 1.8 billion people will live in countries or regions facing water scarcity. Further, two out of three people will be facing water stress—a lack of life sustaining water. With the upcoming challenges to secure water quickly approaching, water wars may be looming. Similar to how oil security and sustainability sharply defined the twentieth century, countries with water wealth will visibly shape the twenty-first century.

The Western United States is currently experiencing its fourth consecutive year of drought. A new study conducted by NASA, Columbia, and Cornell University, projects that under the current trajectory, there is an 80% chance that the Southwest and Great Plains regions will experience a “megadrought”—a drought exceeding thirty-five
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years—by the year 2100. Droughts have devastating impacts on the environment, infrastructure, and human life. However, amidst perpetual drought and water stress, people scramble to secure life-sustaining water, which leads to a boom in uncontrolled groundwater drilling. An unregulated race for groundwater is unsustainable and will have dire environmental consequences for the Southwestern U.S. and Mexico. Until now, Americans have taken water for granted; however, reliable access is no longer guaranteed. The National Intelligence Strategy of the United States of America (NIS) provides the roadmap that will drive the national intelligence communities’ priorities for the next four years. Its 2014 report provides, for the second consecutive time, that competition for natural resources and overcoming water scarcity will be an increasingly prevalent global issue. To combat shortages, the U.S. must cooperate with Mexico to secure all transboundary water aquifers. Otherwise, both nations will forgo the opportunity to remain self-reliant and will have to resort to importing water.

While transboundary water agreements are rare, two Middle Eastern countries signed a notable pact over a shared water source in early 2015. Jordan and Saudi Arabia shattered global silence on transboundary aquifer management—one that had spanned decades. This agreement could serve as the tipping point in international water law, as it likely provides the requisite momentum for other countries to negotiate. Specifically, the ratification of a water-sharing agreement between the U.S. and Mexico, mirroring that between Jordan and Saudi Arabia, would signal the first important step towards a global shift in successful water policy. Sharing research, setting extraction limits, and enforcing environmentally friendly methods are the necessary cornerstones of a useful water agreement. Such
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an arrangement between the U.S. and Mexico would cost very little political capital and would create huge resource dividends.

This Comment explores, and ultimately recommends, that the U.S. and Mexico create a formal agreement on the management of their shared groundwater resources that follows in the vein of the recent Middle Eastern treaty. Part I will examine the importance of transboundary aquifer systems and will explore the basic components of the water cycle. Part II will discuss the origins of America's general water management policy and how environmental and population changes have impacted it. Part III will delve into the issues facing the U.S. and Mexico as a result of their required cooperation over shared water. Further, it will highlight the specific Middle Eastern influences that shaped and made an agreement between Saudi Arabia and Jordan possible. Part IV highlights the Saudi-Jordanian agreement, which was the first of its kind, and advocates U.S. and Mexican adoption of a similar treaty. Ultimately, it argues that Mexico and the U.S. should include the basic tenants of shared data, joint management, creation of a buffer zone, and putting numeric limitations in a future agreement. Implementing an international agreement that addresses transboundary aquifers will foster greater cooperation between the U.S. and Mexico. Using key aspects of the Saudi-Jordanian pact as a guide will not only help the U.S. and Mexico preserve valuable water, but will also help circumvent future conflict.

I. WATER POLICY

Groundwater is the most underappreciated natural resource. The water existing under the earth’s surface accounts for nearly 22.4% of all fresh water. Almost 2 billion people worldwide depend on the extraction of water, which is accessed through approximately 300 transboundary aquifer systems. With continued climate change and lengthy droughts, surface water will not be able to keep up with the growing fresh water demand. However, while hundreds of treaties govern transboundary rivers and lakes, only one international agreement directly addresses a

transboundary aquifer. This treaty, the Franco-Swiss Genevese, governs groundwater resources in the Lake Geneva Basin and provides a pragmatic approach to water regulation based on yearly technical water extraction and recharge data.

Because groundwater is out of sight, it is consequently out of mind. Generally, people have a highly inaccurate or vague understanding of groundwater, where it comes from, and how it moves and is replenished. Groundwater’s subversive nature triggers alarming overuse; since the source is out of sight, states tend to overdraw and overtax the resource. States with growing water demands are pumping many of their aquifers at unsustainable rates. Historically, international water law has been applied to cross-jurisdictional disputes concerning surface water crossing international borders. On the contrary, transboundary groundwater resources have been traditionally determined on an ad hoc basis or according to regional custom. Simply relying on custom and piecemeal legislation is not enough to protect this vital resource. When states only address problems as they arise (i.e., who can drill from a particular place and how much can they take) the resulting rules and regulations only apply
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on a micro scale. However, the macro problem also needs to be addressed. By looking at groundwater as a single entity, rather than divisible by state lines, governments will be able to plan and create an overarching strategy to protect and economically utilize the water. Yet, aquifers worldwide are being depleted because they are pumped at a rate greater than recharge—by an estimated 145 cubic kilometers annually—a rate high enough to measurably contribute to a rising sea level. Thus, definitive standards and regulations must be established to help dispel future conflicts.

A. Water Basics

To better understand the need for a more regulated transboundary water regime, the basic mechanics of water must be explored. The hydrologic cycle, or water cycle, is the system between which water—solid, liquid, gas, or vapor—travels from the atmosphere to the Earth and back again in a constant cycle of renewal. Water evaporates from the ocean, precipitates over the land, and flows through streams and rivers back into the ocean, supporting human and ecological systems along the way. Much of this cycle happens underground. In undeveloped landscapes, most precipitation evaporates, is transpired by plants, or infiltrates through the ground surface. Only a small percentage of water travels to surface waterways as overland flow. Next, water infiltrating the surface percolates downward until it hits the water table. Below the water table, groundwater tends to flow laterally, and much of that water will eventually discharge into surface waterways. The rates of flow may be very slow—and water passing through clay or non-porous rock may
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barely move at all. An “aquifer” is a saturated and relatively permeable subsurface layer through which water moves more quickly, and from which it can readily be pumped.

Aquifers contain a surprising percentage of freshwater resources. Globally, most freshwater is frozen in glaciers and icecaps. Of the remaining freshwater resources, 98% lies beneath the ground. Some of that groundwater exists far below the surface and thus is difficult for humans to access. This water plays little role in sustaining surface water ecosystems. Yet, even at near-surface levels, the aggregate quantity of groundwater in many areas greatly exceeds the quantity in surface lakes, rivers, and streams. Groundwater levels, however, remain relatively steady, unless an aquifer is being pumped faster than its rate of recharge. According to the United States Geological Survey, in 2005, the U.S. used approximately 82.6 billion gallons of groundwater per day.

Although the physical nature of groundwater presents certain advantages for human users, it also creates challenges. Perhaps the largest challenge lies in the fact that aquifers typically span property boundaries. Because groundwater moves in response to pumping, wells on one property, if pumped vigorously enough, can suck in or “steal” water from adjacent lands, lowering the water table beneath those lands in the process. On an international scale, aggressive groundwater pumping can interfere with or limit another country’s ability to access its own resources.

Additionally, groundwater is typically more vulnerable to pollution and contamination than surface water because it flows at a much slower rate. Slower flow rates also reduce an aquifer’s natural recuperative
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abilities. To compound the problem, not only are underground aquifers more likely to be contaminated, but the cleaning, or reclamation, of a polluted aquifer is extremely difficult and expensive, assuming it is possible at all. The process can render the aquifer unusable for years, decades, or even longer. Moreover, due to its physical location, groundwater is relatively more challenging and costly to monitor than surface water.

Traditionally, perceptions related to groundwater were based on the imagination, or even mythology, rather than on scientific observation. The average person often misguidedly perceives aquifers and groundwater to exist as underground lakes or rivers; however, it is more accurate to describe groundwater as being stored and flowing through aquifers rather than an underground lagoon. Groundwater in an aquifer resides in pore spaces, similar to water in a sponge filling up the small holes. Yet, there exists one distinction: a sponge material is more elastic and pliable than the materials in a geological formation. Thus, the flow of groundwater does not occur in the form of underground rivers or veins, but rather in the form of seeping water, similar to water moving through a sponge. Only in recent decades has attention been paid to the role that groundwater plays in the water cycle on a global and national scale. Unfortunately this greater understanding has not resulted in a comprehensive system of ownership or management.

B. American Water Policy

American water law, or riparian principles were established when there was relatively low conflict over water usage by the population. The
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original thirteen colonies adopted Britain’s riparian rights approach—the landowner acquires water rights to adjacent water. Water was deemed to be common property; something that people could use, but not own. In the context of riparian rights, ownership of a mere right indicates only the right to use water as it passes over or lies upon one’s land. One does not have the right to seriously impair the similar rights of others to use the water and to receive its fruits as it passes over or lies upon their land. More than a century ago, the Supreme Court of California summarized this point by stating, “the right of the riparian proprietor to the flow of the stream is inseparably annexed to the soil, and passes with it, not as an easement or appurtenant, but as a parcel. Use does not create the right, and disuse cannot destroy or suspend it.”

The earliest expressions of modern riparian theory stated the three basic rights of every riparian landowner: (1) a right to receive the water in its natural condition; (2) equal rights as against every other riparian; and (3) a right to make a reasonable use of the water as it flowed across, or by, or lay upon the land. However, the U.S. Constitution did not adopt these expressions and contains no explicit provision allotting powers over water.
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Instead, it allows each individual state to regulate and manage their own water resources as they see fit.  

Courts in the eastern states began to adopt the old riparian scheme, which came to be called the “reasonable use” theory of riparian rights. Under this theory, each owner of riparian land may use water in a water body, regardless of the effect the use has on the natural flow. This is true, so long as each user does not trample the equal rights of other riparian owners to use the water. The second and third of the originally posited rights are thus seen as corollaries of one another and form the core of modern riparian theory.  

In the Western U.S., water scarcity has driven the development of a different water rights doctrine—the system of appropriative rights. Prior appropriation severs water rights from land rights. It serves to protect the beneficial use of the person who first diverts and appropriates water from its natural course. However, because water constitutes a public good, the state retains ownership. Therefore, satisfying the elements of prior...
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appropriation gives the holder only a usufructuary right, or a right to use—not own—the water.69 While this law still governs Texas,70 many states have replaced the rule of capture71 with the reasonable use doctrine, which modifies the rule of capture by taking into account the rights of others to the same water source.72

The doctrine of prior appropriation has led to almost all of the water in the Western United States being claimed and appropriated.73 The only real restriction on the water use by any one riparian lies in the prohibition on use that inflicts “substantial harm”74 or, as contemporary courts more often say, an “unreasonable injury” to another riparian user.75

It is easier to envision how non-riparian rights might be applied in accordance with the maxim, “your right to swing your arms ends just where the other man’s nose begins.”76 However, when it comes to water, extracting the resource can have harmful consequences. The water cycle is a contained unit, and any outside influences will impact further extraction down the line. The pumping of an aquifer by one landowner could introduce pollutants into the entirety of the basin, thus affecting every landowner with access thereto. The delicate nature of groundwater means there is limited room to extend your arm before hitting your neighbor in the nose.

69. DAN TARLOCK, LAW OF WATER RIGHTS AND RESOURCES, § 3:3 (2016).
71. “Groundwater is governed by the rule of capture, which grants landowners the right to capture the water beneath their property. The landowners do not own the water but have a right only to pump and capture whatever water is available, regardless of the effects of that pumping on neighboring wells.” TEXAS A&M UNIV., TEXAS WATER LAW (2015), texaswater.tamu.edu/water-law [https://perma.cc/HSK7-NPE2] (last visited Feb. 13, 2017).
II. U.S. AND MEXICO’S BORDER WATER POLICY

The U.S. and Mexico are two diverse and fiercely independent countries that carry the burden of supporting growing populations with limited and shared resources. The nearly 2,000 mile-long border between Mexico and the U.S. is hot and dry, with few rivers crossing the arid expanse. This parched environment ranges from semi-arid steppe along the Rio Grande in the east to dry desert in the west. Despite more than forty years of lip service and promises, neither Mexico nor the U.S. has made any serious diplomatic efforts to effectuate a border-wide pact coordinating management of the border region’s transboundary groundwater resources.

Unfortunately, policymakers often perceive groundwater negotiations to be politically sensitive and of little diplomatic significance in the grand scheme of Mexico-U.S. relations. However, both federal governments have been more vocal about regulating other issues such as illegal immigration, drug violence, and economic trade. Groundwater management has not been a platform for either federal government.

In an era characterized by a growing appreciation of and dependence on groundwater, the safeguarding of this resource remains poor. The populations that depend on water to continue their way of life have allowed the sanitation and preservation to falter into the realm of neglect or even disregard. Groundwater resources along the Mexico-U.S. border display significant signs of stress from overexploitation, contamination, and mismanagement. Nevertheless, the lack of information about the region’s aquifers has not prevented the border from booming. Between
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2000 and 2010, the region’s population grew by 16% to 14.4 million. The combined border population is expected to increase by 40% by 2020; however, water resources are not booming.

The aquifers that crisscross the border serve as the only or primary source of fresh water for most of the region’s communities. The Hueco Bolson Aquifer, for example, supplies nearly all of the fresh water used by Ciudad Juarez’s residents. More than one-quarter of that is used by El Paso’s residents. Even though groundwater resources play a significant role along the border, little is known about their geographic range, volume, flow direction, quality, and renewability. In fact, the location and actual number of all of the aquifers traversing the frontier has yet to be formally determined.

Numerous wells dot the landscape, and millions of people on both sides of the border rely heavily on the region’s groundwater resources. A “tragedy of the commons” situation is developing, with each state viewing the other as competition for a finite resource. In 2005, California, Texas, Arizona, and New Mexico ranked first, second, seventh, and thirteenth, respectively, for the volume of fresh groundwater
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withdrawn nationally.\textsuperscript{93} In Arizona and Sonora, Mexico, projections show municipal demand for water doubling over the next ten to twenty years.\textsuperscript{94} Despite the importance of and a growing dependency on water, there are no regulations or safeguards protecting this resource. Leaking septic tanks and underground fuel and chemical storage containers, agricultural runoff, industrial activities, and intrusion from saline aquifers all contribute to the degradation of aquifers along the border.\textsuperscript{95}

Finding a solution to the access problem may be more involved than placing arbitrary limitations and guidelines on extraction. Neither country is completely aware of the actual water volume or of the number of aquifers that traverse the border. Scientists sometimes suffer from “blank map syndrome,” whereby a transboundary aquifer mapped by an American entity lacking access to Mexican data omits the portion of the aquifer south of the border shows a completely blank expanse (the same problem plagues Mexican researchers).\textsuperscript{96} While data sharing would seem fundamental to a global and civilized scientific community, there are still obstacles that inhibit data distribution. Somewhere between eight to twenty aquifers are estimated to lie beneath the border. It will remain impossible to pinpoint the exact quantity of underground water until accurate mapping is available. The withholding of valuable planning and management data is a readily fixable scientific problem.

As a result, the coming years will likely bring increased conflict over groundwater development. Scientists expect that climate change will exacerbate stresses on surface water supplies, leading users of all types to seek alternative water sources.\textsuperscript{97} Agricultural demands may remain steady or even decline, but conflicts between agricultural use of water and
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environmental protection of aquatic resources show no signs of abating.98 Nearly 100,000 American farms depend upon groundwater,99 which provides approximately 42% of the nation’s irrigation supplies.100 Agricultural landowners have challenged limits on their ability to pump, even though those limits are derived from well-documented shortages plaguing the aquifers.101 Providing adequate quantities of pure, fresh water for humans and their diverse activities are and will continue to be a major problem. Further, if competition for water resources continues to escalate, this will have negative impacts on essential freshwater supplies for personal and agricultural use.102 Population increases and migration will continue, creating new demands on available resources.

Presently, no comprehensive agreement exists between Mexico and the U.S. addressing the regulation, management, allocation, or protection of the aquifers that traverse the frontier.103 With one prominent exception, groundwater resources are only cursorily referenced in a few bilateral instruments and little evidence points to a more formal, comprehensive accord on the horizon.104

III. MAKING IT WORK: BECOMING AMICABLE NEIGHBORS

A move toward a successful water policy between the U.S. and Mexico is the struggle of two neighbors dealing with a common space played out on a national level on a global stage. Of course, that characterization is an oversimplification of the relationship and the motivations driving these two sovereign nations. To magnify one area of the problem, California is faced with an ongoing drought and, as a result, has taken water conservation
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seriously within their communities. Neighborhood watches no longer patrol solely to keep the streets safe, but also to monitor everyone’s water usage. However, for every water progressive citizen who polices another’s water consumption, there are many California citizens and communities continuing to treat water as a bottomless resource. This attitude has led to passive-aggressive reporting and water shaming, not a water solution. Moreover, this illustrates the issue of individuals, or countries acting as individuals, who only influence and control a very small segment of water usage. Correcting water policy must occur at a macro level—countries must assume their role in enacting regulations and agreements rather than hoping for citizens to be good neighbors and conserve water for the community. U.S. and Mexican officials need to collectively create an overarching policy and come to a consensus as to how to manage the underground aquifers before the water runs out or is contaminated. The crux of the problem is trying to fix and understand how each country can become a better, selfless neighbor.

The relationship between the U.S. and Mexico has been characterized as one of ambivalence with flare-ups of strife. Analysts attribute the great disparities in wealth between the two countries as the catalyst for antagonism; additionally, the U.S. history of intervention makes Mexico highly critical and suspicious. The commonality of a limited and vital resource, however, cannot be ignored. These cultural and political gaps must be bridged to address the water shortage.

Mexico has a history of defying the U.S. on a number of crucial hemispheric issues. In the early 1960s, Mexico maintained relations with the Cuban communist regime. During President Echeverría’s State of
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108. Throughout its history, Mexico has had an ambivalent love-hate relationship with its northern neighbor. Nationalist rhetoric continuously highlights the loss of one-half of Mexico’s territory and natural resources to the United States in the 1800s. Even at times when United States-Mexico relations have been at their best, this loss is still present in Mexican rhetoric. During the Rio Group summit in September 1994, for example, President Salinas commented on the United Nations-sponsored United States intervention in Haiti, “Having suffered an external intervention by the United States, in which we lost more than half of our territory, Mexico cannot accept any proposal for intervention by any nation of the region.” John Pike, Mexico - Relations with the United States, GLOBAL SECURITY.ORG (2015), globalsecurity.org/military/world/mexico/foreign-relations-us.htm [https://perma.cc/XZ4R-D9BA].
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the Union address, Mexico took a leading role in demands for a new international economic order.\textsuperscript{111} During the 1970s, Mexico challenged the U.S.’s position in Central America and led a concerted regional effort that excluded the U.S. to bring a peaceful end to regional conflicts.\textsuperscript{112} During the 1980s, Mexico was highly critical of U.S. policy in El Salvador and, along with the French government, called for formal recognition of the Salvadoran guerrillas in the peace process.\textsuperscript{113}

To overcome this contentious past, a simple agreement with plain terms and no ambiguities needs to be ratified by both countries. Mimicking the recent Middle East success, this agreement should be: short with a few, detailed articles to define the water problem; lay out proper drilling and management techniques; and should avoid any contentious issues that would hinder the agreement’s ratification.

In contrast to the stalemate and false promises of cooperation in the West, Jordan and Saudi Arabia were able to come to an agreement while facing a dire situation. The Middle East makes up 5\% of the world’s population but only enjoys access to a limited 0.9\% of the world’s water resources.\textsuperscript{114} In particular, Jordan and Saudi Arabia represent two of the driest and most water starved countries in the world.\textsuperscript{115} They share a single aquifer, the al-Sag/al-Disi,\textsuperscript{116} along the border between the two nations.\textsuperscript{117} Despite these harsh statistics and sparse availability of water, on April 30, 2015, Jordan and Saudi Arabia entered into an agreement for the management and utilization of the groundwater in the al-Disi layer.\textsuperscript{118}

\textsuperscript{111}. Id.
\textsuperscript{112}. Id.
\textsuperscript{113}. Id.
\textsuperscript{114}. Benjamin R. Long, Middle East Water Conflict: The Battle Over the Al-Disi Aquifer, AMERICAN INSTITUTE (Dec. 11, 2003), www1.american.edu/TED/ice/aquifer.htm [https://perma.cc/NZ7L-XLC3].
\textsuperscript{116}. Two different names are provided because in Saudi Arabia it is the “al-Sag” aquifer, but in Jordan it is named “al-Disi.” For consistency, this paper will refer to it as “al-Disi.”
\textsuperscript{117}. Long, supra note 112.
IV. MOTIVATION IN THE MIDDLE EAST

There are many factors of the Middle Eastern agreement that can be emulated by the U.S and Mexico to help frame a successful agreement. However, there are a few specific to the region that cannot be imitated, such as the shared religion, the unique aspects of the shared aquifer and the security risk of sharing water data. To better understand the significant impact of this new agreement and how it can be adopted in other countries, the outlying factors need to be discussed. However, the core principles of the agreement need to be distilled and extrapolated for implantation in other transboundary water agreements.

A. Islamic Law

The shared commonality of religion and religious law of the Middle Eastern countries is a unique driving force that requires elaboration. Islamic legal tradition may have one of the richest laws applicable to groundwater resources, and has created a shared route to modern cooperation. Over time, priority of rights to water access and use developed, including the rights to consume, to sustain domestic animals, to irrigate land, and to share to meet the needs of the community. Islam considers the sharing of water a holy duty. However, like the Western legal systems, the Islamic legal tradition rarely considered groundwater contemporaneously with surface water and does not address transboundary ownership and allocation issues. Yet, the common understanding that sharing and providing water for a neighbor is not a mere suggestion, but rather a holy duty, easily translates into a uniquely Islamic motivation to sit at the negotiation table.

121. See Caponera & Alheritiere, supra note 118, at 597–98.
122. See Utton, supra note 118, at 98 (“The laws governing ground water nationally are inadequately developed, and the law governing transboundary groundwaters is only at the beginning state of development.”); see also Caponera & Alheritiere, supra note 118, at 592–94, 612–13.
B. Non-Recharging Aquifer

The al-Disi aquifer lies under southern Jordan and northern Saudi Arabia. Discovered in 1969, the water contained is age dated at 30,000 years and rests in a sandstone structure that dips northward to the Dead Sea. The water movement is extremely slow within the aquifer, such that it is not considered to form a “unitary whole” with surface water. The al-Disi is a non-rechargeable, or fossil, groundwater source. Moreover, this aquifer does not form a hydraulic relationship with any surface water resources, so it is isolated underground from the rest of the water cycle. Because it is located at such a depth underneath non-porous sandstone rock, the water is locked; it cannot be recharged by rainfall. For those reasons, the al-Disi is capable of little or no appreciable natural recharge, and cannot discharge naturally. Non-recharging aquifers constitute non-renewable resources that can thus be wholly depleted through consumption and extraction. By definition, a state cannot sustainably utilize such an aquifer, and therefore, any withdrawal will eventually exhaust the resource. States utilizing a transboundary aquifer that does not recharge are slowly depleting and will eventually exhaust this resource.

From 1985 to 2005, the amount of water being pumped from the al-Disi aquifer increased more than fourfold—from about 2 billion to more than 8.7 billion cubic meters per year. In 2008, estimates of the sustainable yield and
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131. Id. at 247.
the duration of the al-Disi extraction project were revised to project a volume of 100 million meters cubed per year for fifty years.133

Non-recharging aquifers have limited flow from surface water sources, however, flow intensifies near artificial extraction points like wells and pipelines.134 This extraction creates a “cone of depression,” which allows gravity to shift water toward the extraction point.135 As the water flows toward the point of extraction, the groundwater table drops.136 It is possible that if either Jordan or Saudi Arabia began to increase their pumping, they could risk moving the “shared” water onto one side completely.

C. Security Issues

Traditionally, water has been a source of cooperation rather than conflict. However, it has more recently become a target of non-state actors in their unconventional methods of waging war.137 Water security is particularly a problem for the Middle East because the region is water scarce, governments often lack the resources or commitment to resolve water security issues, and the presence of non-state actors creates vulnerabilities since water infrastructure is easy to contaminate or disrupt but difficult to maintain.138 The negotiation of an agreement between Jordan and Saudi Arabia required both countries to disclose their extraction rates from the al-Disi aquifer. This extensive and open disclosure is contrary to the norms associated with natural resource management.139 Like many countries, Jordan adopted a “securitization” strategy related to its water usage, which turned natural resource use into a part of national security.140 Perhaps sharing water data would alert enemies of potential vulnerabilities. Further, water data could be used in collaborations and thus double resources, ultimately protecting and defending such a valuable commodity.
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135. A “cone of depression” creates problems when the initial well that is pumping the water lowers the water table beneath the reach of a second well or extraction site. The first drilling site effectively deprives the second well of being able to reach any water. Gary L. Widman, Groundwater—Hydrology and the Problem of Competing Well Owners, 14 Rocky Mt. Min. L. Inst. 16 (1968).
139. Jarvis, supra note 121, at 147.
140. Id.
V. HOW TO STRUCTURE A MUTUALLY BENEFICIAL AGREEMENT

The Saudi-Jordanian agreement is comprised of a loose framework that addresses the main tenets of good water guardianship. The water diplomacy structure sets its sights on ensuring flexible water use and establishing joint fact-finding systems to create value, rather than zero-sum thinking, through societal, political and natural networks. However, this agreement was not necessarily driven by the water diplomacy structure, however. Rather, two countries on the brink of resource collapse drafted this agreement to prevent full depletion of their shared water reservoirs. The situation in Jordan and Saudi Arabia is much more dire than the one currently facing the U.S. and Mexico: Jordan and Saudi Arabia receive far less rain, and their main aquifer is non-renewable and contains water collected roughly 30,000 years ago. When the well dries up, no amount of drilling will find more water. As such, both countries desperately need this finite supply of water.

The Saudi-Jordanian agreement takes a minimalist approach and is composed of only four main articles. Article One contains relevant terms and definitions; Article Two describes the main norms for managing the aquifer; Article Three discusses the creation and responsibilities of a Joint Saudi-Jordanian Technical Committee; and Article Four contains administrative provisions related to the implementation of the agreement.

Utilizing this structure, the U.S. and Mexico should look to keep their agreement format brief, yet detailed. The first section should define key terms to ensure clarity. The terms should include what drilling techniques will be used and the depths at which drilling will be permitted. Establishing a common language and guideline for both countries to follow will help eliminate confusion. Moreover, a baseline of shared knowledge must be established to eliminate misunderstanding.

---

141. In game theory and economic theory, a zero-sum game is a mathematical representation of a situation in which each participant’s gain (or loss) of utility is exactly balanced by the losses (or gains) of the utility of the other participant(s). Zero-sum, MERRIAM-WEBSTER DICTIONARY, merriam-webster.com/dictionary/zero-sum [https://perma.cc/X89Z-6TJ9].
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Similar to Article Two of the Saudi-Jordanian agreement, norms need to be established for managing the transboundary aquifer systems that underlie the border. In order to enforce and promote the accepted management techniques, the U.S. and Mexico should create a joint-task force, with equal representation from both countries. The task force would help govern the rules set forth in the treaty, without involving the complications of bureaucracy. The task force should be able to operate without needing clearance from multiple governing bodies during the scope of their duty. Lastly, there should be clear administrative provisions guaranteed to help the treaty be respected, such as allowing for penalties and other measures to ensure enforcement.

The U.S. and Mexico need to reach an agreement on the management of their shared water supply. Until now, there has been no sense of urgency, priority, or of the looming shortages. However, there is still time for both parties to come to the negotiating table and agree on how to manage and preserve the aquifers. Jordan and Saudi Arabia were the first to bridge the gap, and they created a viable document that can be adopted and modified to fit the specific circumstances of the U.S.-Mexican border.

The Saudi-Jordanian agreement is noteworthy on a global scale because it governs transboundary aquifers through a comprehensive management regime. Further, it is one of only two more with rudimentary consultative and data sharing agreements to date. These three treaties of groundwater supervision juxtapose with over 3,600 treaties relating to the use of transboundary surface water penned since 800 C.E. Now is the time for the litany of transboundary aquifer agreements to drastically increase.

The U.S. and Mexico may find additional support for creating an underground aquifer agreement by adopting the Middle East’s “green” approach. An unheralded benefit of the Saudi-Jordanian agreement is its forward-thinking environmental approach. That trait is perhaps driven less by the desire to be “green” and more by the threats posed by the dearth of water in the region and by the economic burden of having to import enough water to satisfy the populace. Nevertheless, the agreement takes a strong stance on eliminating pollution from the extraction process. Since the aquifer is non-recharging, any pollutant that is introduced into the aquifer will contaminate the entire water supply. For this reason, Article

2(5) explicitly prohibits horizontal or slant wells.\textsuperscript{148} This measure aims to prevent any injection of pollutants into the finite resource.

Another innovative provision allows for the formation of a Joint Technical Committee (JTC). The JTC’s primary objectives are: “monitoring both the quantity and quality of extractions, collecting and exchanging information, analyzing collected data, and submitting JTC’s findings to the competent authorities in both nations.”\textsuperscript{149} This could cause some friction if created with the U.S. and Mexico because there has been a lot of mistrust and apprehension about the ongoing border control issues.\textsuperscript{150} But, both countries have increased cooperation with cracking down on drug trafficking;\textsuperscript{151} forming a JTC to control water may strengthen the commitment to collaboration and ultimately being good neighbors.

The Saudi-Jordanian agreement does not place a numerical limit on extraction, which may be problematic in future applications. Instead of a limit, the agreement creates a buffer zone of no activity, which limits and controls the area in which drilling and extractions can take place. The agreement additionally creates a broader “management area” that encompasses the protected area and spans approximately 1,000 square kilometers in each country. These provisions effectively protect ongoing water projects supplying citizens on both sides of the border. However, there are no definite volume numbers or limits, which may lead to conflict down the line.

For instance, if Jordan is forced to accept additional Syrian refugees from the ongoing crisis,\textsuperscript{152} their population and demand for water will greatly increase.\textsuperscript{153} How much additional water can they withdraw from the al-Disi aquifer? There are no safeguards or procedures in place to reevaluate a country’s demand for water. As such, the question remains

\begin{itemize}
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whether Jordan would even be obliged to discuss drilling more wells. To that end, one must ask at what point Jordan takes too much water and destroys the spirit of cooperation with Saudi Arabia. It is these uncertainties that need to be directly addressed in a new treaty, and not solved on an *ad-hoc* basis.

While neither the U.S. nor Mexico faces a refugee problem anywhere close to that in the Middle East, having defined limits on water usage will assuage any potential disagreements. The doctrine of “reasonable use” may be harder to define if the U.S. exerts its considerable influence as a superpower to justify taking more than its “reasonable” share. Outlining numerical values and metrics on extraction in writing may be an easy preemptive measure to prevent future conflict over the shared resource. This would also assure Mexico that the U.S. intends to be a partner in water management and not solely a consumer.

**CONCLUSION**

Groundwater respects no political boundaries. Both Mexico and the U.S. feel entitled to the water beneath their soil, even though that water may be contiguous with supplies across the border. Each nation’s withdrawal of water seems an affront to their sovereignty. The inchoate nature of groundwater law exacerbates these tensions because piecemeal legislation and cultural norms will not regulate or reign over either side.

The U.S. and Mexico do not face the dire water situation looming over the Middle East. However, the U.S.-Mexico border needs an increasing amount of water to parallel the population increases. Under the border, there are aquifers that could play a vital role in quenching the thirst of millions. Without an agreement, this life sustaining resource will be polluted, wasted, or unequally divided between the people.

While an agreement that follows in the footsteps of Jordan and Saudi Arabia would not eliminate the upcoming water shortages, proper management and conservation of current assets are vital for human life. Unfortunately, if the U.S. and Mexico do not pay heed to this agreement, they will face the disappointing truth of Benjamin Franklin’s statement,

---
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“when the well is dry, we will know the worth of water.” 157 The Saudi-Jordanian pact offers structure and perhaps some motivation to spur the adoption of similar agreements by other countries—agreements that will manage and protect their respective transboundary aquifers. Hopefully, the U.S. and Mexico realize the importance of guarding their aquifers and cooperating with their neighbor, and management will become a policy priority.
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